3-th century baldric from Zugmantel Germany

Things that we doing are designed only for historical festivals participation - reenactment. They are made in small series and are designed primarily for our Legion III Schytica.

I working over this project from a long time.
In the IIIrd Century the long sword (Spatha) was the main weapon of the legions. To hang this long swords, the romans used wide leather baldrics, as we can see in the tombstones of the era, and also in several archeological finds. This baldric is based in a generic model examples were found Zugmantel Germany. The phalerae and terminal are made in brass.

One more artifact published in Christie’s auction: Bronze eagle roundel, the baldric attachment with a central stylized eagle surrounded by an annular openwork inscription reading “OPTIME MAXIME CON[SERVA]”, 3rd Century A.D. with published sizes 2¼ in. (5.7 cm.)
Until now I have not seen quality restored beltues from Zugmantel. Me and my brother after a long work achieved this result. This is our wax work.
Inscription on the application is: OPTIME MAXIME CON(SERBVA). Dedicated to the Roman god Jupiter, which symbol is a eagle.

Inscription on the application is: NVMERVM OMNEVM
Inscription on the application is: MILITANTVM

Similarity to the original cost us very hard work.
Saalburg museum

Our creative completed BRASS casting project. Cleaned and polished ready for mounted on a leather.
2 of our new baldric after some improvement on the model.
Rimski dani u Vinkovcima - Roman days in Vinkovci
30 May / 04 th June 2019